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Where are the most Kubernetes job offers located?

At least that's the case for this 
quarter.

Europe leads with more than 34% 
of the Kubernetes jobs, while 
�Ýª�əT��ªć�Ƀ�ÊÂ�ÝɃªÃɃÝ��ÊÃ�Ƀ
place with 26% of the job listings.

Remote only and North American 
jobs are tied at 19%.

With this in mind, in Q1 2021, 
Europe led the charts with almost 
39% of the Kubernetes jobs, with 
North America in second place at 
ǽǿʷɉɃõ§ª¼�Ƀ�Ýª�əT��ªć�ɃµÊ�ÝɃõ�Ù�Ƀ
merely 5%.

a§éÝɉɃ�Ýª�əT��ªć�Ƀ§�ÝɃÙªÝ�ÃɃ
to second place this quarter, 
putting North America third.

It's worth keeping in mind that:

1. Most remote job listings are from 
companies based in North America.

2. In the past three months, we tried 
åÊɃªÃ�¼é��ɃÂÊÙ�Ƀ�ªô�ÙÝ�ɃÊĄ�ÙÝɃ¡ÙÊÂɃ
locations other than Europe and 
North America.

However, it must be noted that there are 
�ªĄ�Ù�ÃåɃåûÖ�ÝɃÊ¡ɃÙ�ÂÊå�ɃµÊ�ÝɉɃ�Ã�ɃÃÊåɃ�¼¼Ƀ�Ù�Ƀ
�ÃåªÙ�¼ûɃÊą��Ƀ¡Ù��Ɉ

�ÝɃ��ÃɃ��ɃÝ��ÃɉɃɽÊą��ɃÊÃ¼ûɽɃµÊ�ÝɃ¼���Ƀå§�Ƀõ�ûɃ
with almost 44% representation.

This is understandable since almost all the 
COVID-19 restrictions have been taken away.

Also good to see are "hybrid working" 
(Remote + Office) jobs are steady at second place.

While the Remote only jobs are at third with almost 20% representation.
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In Europe. Are all the Kubernetes job 
offers always from Europe?

What’s the remote jobs scenario like?

How has remote working changed over the quarters?

Yes, and no.

Top Kubernetes job locations 
(Q1 2021 vs Q1 2022)

Remote work mentioned W�ÂÊå�ɃôÝɃHą��

W�ÂÊå�ɃôÝɃHą��Ƀ(Q1 2021 vs Q1 2022)

 Europe   North America  Ƀ�Ýª�əT��ªć�Ƀ

ɃHą��ɃÊÃ¼ûɃ Ƀ ɃW�ÂÊå�ɃʠɃHą��Ƀ Ƀ  Remote Only 

56%

It has changed quite a bit.

"Remote only" jobs have 
ªÃ�Ù��Ý��ɃØé�Ùå�ÙəÊÃəØé�Ùå�ÙɉɃ
õ§ª¼�Ƀå§�ɃɽHą��ɃÊÃ¼ûɽɃµÊ�ÝɃ
§�ô�Ƀ�¼ÝÊɃÙ�ªÝ��Ƀå§ªÝɃØé�Ùå�ÙɈ

In contrast, "Remote-
�éåəÝÊÂ�åªÂ�ÝəÊą��ɽɃµÊ�ÝɃ§�ô�Ƀ
decreased a little this quarter 
compared to the one in 2021.
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1  North America Kubernetes 
jobs (normalized to be in USD), 
and European Kubernetes jobs 
(normalized to be in EUR).

What’s the salary range?
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2  Salary ranges for Kubernetes 
jobs in North America

a§ªÝɃØé�Ùå�ÙɃõ�Ƀ�ªôª���Ƀå§�ɃÝ�¼�ÙûɃÙ�Ã¢�ÝɃªÃåÊɃåõÊɃ��å�¢ÊÙª�ÝɊ

[�¼�ÙûɃÙ�Ã¢�Ƀɣe[�ɤ

[�¼�ÙûɃÙ�Ã¢�Ƀɣ�éÙÊÖ��ÃɃ�ÊéÃåÙª�ÝɃªÝɃʖɤ

a§�ɃÂªÃªÂéÂɃÝ�¼�ÙûɃÊĄ�Ù��ɃªÃɃBÊÙå§Ƀ
America, on average, stands at ʕǻǼǽɉǻǼȀ, 
while the maximum salary (on average) 
ÊĄ�Ù��ɃÝå�Ã�ÝɃ�åɃʕǻȀȀɉǿǺǿɈ

The Highest salary range is between 
ʕǼǺǺɉǺǺǺəǼǾǺɉǺǺǺ.

200k
240k

Salary ranges for Kubernetes jobs in North America

Salary ranges for Kubernetes jobs in Europe

�ÊɃå�¹�Ƀå§ªÝɃõªå§Ƀ�Ƀ¢Ù�ªÃɃÊ¡Ƀ
salt.
Europe is a vast, diverse continent, 
consisting of countries with varied 
living costs, economies, and 
technological status.

The above numbers are for 
representation only: õ�ɃÝªÂÖ¼ûɃ
åÊÊ¹Ƀ�¼¼Ƀå§�ɃÝ�¼�Ùª�ÝɃ¡ÙÊÂɃ
�éÙÊÖ��ÃɃ�ÊéÃåÙª�ÝɉɃÃÊÙÂ�¼ªÝ��Ƀ
å§�ÂɉɃ�Ã�Ƀå§�ÃɃ�ÊÃô�Ùå��Ƀå§�ÂɃ
ªÃåÊɃ�éÙÊÝɈ

The minimumɃÝ�¼�ÙûɃÊĄ�Ù��ɃªÃɃ�éÙÊÖ�ɉɃ
on average, stands at €83,398, while 
the maximum salary (on average) 
ÊĄ�Ù��ɃÝå�Ã�ÝɃ�åɃʖǻȁǺɉǽȂǺɈ

Maximum Salary

Minimum Salary

€83,398
€170,380
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How essential are certifications for a Kubernetes job? 
And if so, which are the important ones?

��Ùåªć��åªÊÃÝɃÝåª¼¼Ƀ�Ù�ÃɾåɃ�ɃÃ���ÝÝªåûɃ
for the majority of the jobs, but they 
are often seen as an advantage.

Of all the job descriptions this 
quarter, more than 88% did 
ÃÊåɃÂ�ÃåªÊÃɃ�Ƀ��Ùåªć��åªÊÃɃ
Ù�ØéªÙ�Â�ÃåɈ

[ÊɉɃª¡ɃûÊéɃ�ÊÃɾåɃ§�ô�Ƀ��Ùåªć��åªÊÃÝɉɃ
you can still apply for the majority of 
the Kubernetes jobs.

No mentions of 
��Ùåªć��åªÊÃÝ

Mentions of 
��Ùåªć��åªÊÃÝ

CKA CKAD CKS

AWS 
��Ùåªć��åªÊÃÝ

Azure 
��Ùåªć��åªÊÃÝ

GCP 
��Ùåªć��åªÊÃÝ

88%

��Ùåªć��åªÊÃÝɃÂ�ÃåªÊÃÝ

9é��ÙÃ�å�ÝɃ��Ùåªć��åªÊÃÝɃÖÊÖé¼�Ùªåû

�¼Êé�ɃTÙÊôª��ÙɃ��Ùåªć��åªÊÃÝɃÖÊÖé¼�Ùªåû

So, which are the popular certifications 
one should consider completing?

What’s the trend for Kubernetes 
certifications for Q1 2022?

H¡Ƀå§�ɃµÊ�Ƀ��Ý�ÙªÖåªÊÃÝɃå§�åɃÂ�ÃåªÊÃɃ��Ùåªć��åªÊÃÝɉɃ
�q[Ƀ��Ùåªć��åªÊÃÝ top the chart with almost ȀǾʷ 
representation.

This trend has been Ù�Ĉ��å��ɃªÃɃå§�Ƀû��Ù¼ûɃǼǺǼǻɃ
report,Ƀõªå§Ƀ�q[Ƀ��Ùåªć��åªÊÃÝɃÙ�ÖÙ�Ý�ÃåªÃ¢Ƀ
ȀǾʷɃ�Ã�ɃȁǽʷɉɃÙ�ÝÖ��åªô�¼ûɈ

So, if you wish to complete just one 
��Ùåªć��åªÊÃɉɃûÊéɃ¹ÃÊõɃõ§ª�§ɃÊÃ�ɃåÊɃ¢ÊɃ¡ÊÙɈ

9é��ÙÃ�å�ÝɃ��Ùåªć��åªÊÃÝɃÝå�Ã�ɃªÃɃÝ��ÊÃ�Ƀ
Ö¼���ɉɃõªå§Ƀ�ĀéÙ�Ƀ�Ã�Ƀ#�TɃ��Ùåªć��åªÊÃÝɈ

This pattern is 
µéÝåªć��ɃÝªÃ��Ɋ

1. CKA is the 
longest-running 
Kubernetes 
��Ùåªć��åªÊÃɈ

2. You can't 
attempt CKS 
until you clear 
the CKA.

As for the 
Cloud provider 
��Ùåªć��åªÊÃÝɉɃ
AWS dominates 
the chart, with 
Azure a distant 
second and 
GCP an even 
distant third.

This quarter, CKA and �9�� represent 27% of the 
��Ùåªć��åªÊÃÝɃÂ�ÃåªÊÃ��ɃªÃɃµÊ�Ƀ¼ªÝåªÃ¢ÝɈ

In Q1 2021, CKA represented ǿǾʷɉ while for the entire 
year of 2021, it represented ǿǼʷɃÊ¡Ƀå§�Ƀ��Ùåªć��åªÊÃÝɃ
mentioned.

The pattern is CKA > CKAD > CKS in terms of popularity.

What about the Cloud provider certifications?
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What about CI/CD? How important is it for 
Kubernetes jobs?

Of all the job listings this quarter, more 
than ǿȁʷ mentioned some sort of �+ɕ�� 
tooling in their description.

Quite important.

�ÝɃ¡�ÙɃ�ÝɃÝÖ��ªć�ÝɃ¢ÊɉɃJenkins 
comes at the top with 30% 
representation, with Gitlab CI and 
�ªÙ�¼��+ sharing the second place 
with 16% of the mentions.

ǿȁʷ ǿȁʷǿȁʷ

ȁǺʷ ȁǺʷ ȁǺʷ
Almost ȁǺʷ were simple "�+ɕ��" 
mentions of these.

Cl/CD 

Jenkins

Octopus Deploy

Gitlab

Bamboo

Circled

Spinnaker

Azure DevOps 

Harness CD

Travis CI

CodeFresh

Github Actions

Juju

TÊÖé¼�ÙªåûɃ�+ɕ��ɃåÊÊ¼Ý

0 40302010



Of the configuration management tools, 
which ones are popular?

In the dataset for this quarter, 
58 jobs (59%) have mentioned 
�åɃ¼��ÝåɃÊÃ�Ƀ�ÊÃć¢éÙ�åªÊÃɃ
management tool experience 
requirement, which is fair to 
say that these are more than 
relevant for Kubernetes jobs.

As seen in the chart, a�ÙÙ�¡ÊÙÂ 
dominates this trend, with 
more than 43% of the jobs 
mentioning the tool as a 
requirement.

This dominance of Terraform 
§�ÝɃ�¼ÝÊɃ���ÃɃÙ�Ĉ��å��ɃªÃɃVǻɃ
of 2021 and the yearly report 
of 2021, with 32% and 40% 
representation.

Ansible is second, with almost 
29% of the jobs favouring the 
tool.

Followed by TéÖÖ�åɃ�Ã�Ƀ�§�¡.

�ÊÃć¢éÙ�åªÊÃ

Terraform

Cloudformation

Ansible

Pulumi

Infrastructure as

Kustomize

Puppet

KOPS

Chef

CDK

0 5030 402010

�ÊÃć¢éÙ�åªÊÃɃåÊÊ¼ÝɃÖÊÖé¼�Ùªåû



How much work experience do companies seek in 
a Kubernetes engineer role?

[éÙÖÙªÝªÃ¢¼ûɉɃÂÊÙ�Ƀå§�ÃɃȁǺʷɃÊ¡Ƀå§�ɃµÊ�Ƀ��Ý�ÙªÖåªÊÃÝɃ�ª�ÃɾåɃÂ�ÃåªÊÃɃ
experience during this quarter.

Experience not mentioned Experience not mentioned

Of the ones that mentioned experience, what is the requested 
experience?

qÊÙ¹Ƀ�úÖ�Ùª�Ã��ɃÂ�ÃåªÊÃ��

qÊÙ¹Ƀ�úÖ�Ùª�Ã��ɃÖÙ�¡�Ù�Ã��

Preferred experience trend (2021) 
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It is evident that 
a Senior level 
�úÖ�Ùª�Ã��ɃɣǾəȀɃ
û��ÙÝɤɃis the most 
sought-after for 
this quarter.

Q1 Q3 Q4Q2

1.00

ǺɈȁǿ

0.50

0.25

0

p�å�Ù�ÃɃɣȁʠɃû��ÙÝɤ level of experience continues to be the 
least sought-after since Kubernetes was launched in 2014!

Sadly, 6éÃªÊÙɃɣǺəǻɃû��ÙÝɤ level of experience is also the least 
sought-after — a trend which we hope will change in the 
following quarters.

Senior-level experience has been the most sought-after for 
all the quarters of 2021.

 Mid-level (2-3y)  Ƀp�å�Ù�ÃɃɣȁʠûɤɃɃɃ  Junior (0-1y)   Senior (4-6y) 



Infrastructure location: which are the popular 
cloud providers?

+ÃɃ�Ƀ��å�Ý�åɃÊ¡ɃȃȁɃµÊ�Ƀ¼ªÝåªÃ¢ÝɉɃ
191 instances of either a cloud 
provider or an infrastructure 
location term were mentioned.

In other words, job descriptions 
mentioned more than one cloud 
provider per listing.

More than 60% of the job listings 
mentioned AWS as their cloud 
provider.

54% of the job listings just 
mentioned �¼Êé� as their 
infrastructure locations without 
ÝÖ��ªć�ÝɈ

While #�T and �ĀéÙ� showed 29% 
and 31% representation among the 
job descriptions.

It's been almost identical.

In Q1 of 2021, the order was the same 
AWS > GCP > Azure > On-premises.

�ÊÃ�¼éÝªÊÃÝɃ¡ÙÊÂɃå§ªÝɃ�Ã�¼ûÝªÝɃ�Ù�Ɋ

1. AWS is unchallenged when it comes 
to the top cloud providers.

2. Although GCP stands in second 
place, there is very little between it 
and Azure, so they almost share the 
second place between them.

3. On-premise infrastructure location 
§�ÝɃ���ÃɃ�ÊÃÝªÝå�ÃåɉɃĈÊ�åªÃ¢Ƀ�åɃ
~20% representation.

Only 23% of the job listings mentioned 
a monitoring tool experience in our 
dataset.

Of the monitoring tools mentioned, 
TÙÊÂ�å§�éÝ leads the way, and that 
too with quite a distance.

��å��Ê¢ comes in a distant 
second. Followed by B�õW�¼ª�ɉɃ
a§�ÃÊÝɉɃB�¢ªÊÝɉɃ�Ã�Ƀ+�ªÃ¢�.

Prometheus was also the most 
popular for Q1 2021, with more 
than 21% of job listings mentioning 
the monitoring tool.

Let's face it. No one likes to be on-call 
rotation.

But sometimes, it comes with the job.

How many times, exactly?

Well, thankfully, not a lot.

Only 13% of the jobs this quarter 
mentioned an on-call requirement.

What's even better is that this stat for 
VǻɃǼǺǼǻ was at 20%.
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Has the trend been the 
same over the quarters?

What about the monitoring 
stack? Which tools are 
popular?

Q1 2021 Q1 2022

Infrastructure locations (Q1 2021 vs Q1 2022)
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Which popular technologies other than Kubernetes 
should you learn?

The most popular choices of 
technology among Kubernetes 
engineers are:

 s Programming languages: Tûå§ÊÃɉɃ
#Êɉ and Java.

 s Cloud platforms: �q[ɉɃ#�Tɉ and 
�ĀéÙ� (in that order).

 s Operating systems: ;ªÃéú.

 s Infrastructure as Code: a�ÙÙ�¡ÊÙÂ.

 s Database management: 
TÊÝå¢Ù�[V;.

 s �ÊÃć¢éÙ�åªÊÃɃÂ�Ã�¢�Â�ÃåɊɃ
Ansible.

 s CI/CD: Jenkins.

Python

Docker

AWS

Terraform

Azure

Cl/CD

Java

Linux

Jenkins

Go

Prometheus

GCP

Shell

Ansible

PostgreSQL

TÊÖé¼�ÙªåûɃ�+ɕ��ɃåÊÊ¼ÝThe following list is an excellent guide for 
engineers seeking to round out their skill set.

0 604020

It's essential to notice that if you already 
Â�Ýå�ÙɃTûå§ÊÃɃ�Ã�Ƀ�q[ɉɃûÊéɃ��ÃɃ�ÊÃć��Ãå¼ûɃ
apply for more than ȀǺʷɃÊ¡ɃµÊ�ɃÊĄ�ÙÝɈ



What about Programming languages? Which ones 
are the most in-demand?

Tûå§ÊÃ continues to be the preferred programming language for the 
cloud, with more than 60% representation.

Go comes in second at almost ǾǾʷ.

Other frequently mentioned programming languages include 6�ô�ɉɃ
[§�¼¼ɉɃaûÖ�Ý�ÙªÖåɉɃ�Ã�Ƀ6�ô�Ý�ÙªÖå.

Java

Go

Python

Shell

Powershell

Typescript

C++

PHP

Javascript

GraphQl

Scala

C

SQL

Groovy

C#

Perl

Rust

Kotlin

Ruby

Swift

TÊÖé¼�ÙɃÖÙÊ¢Ù�ÂÂªÃ¢Ƀ¼�Ã¢�é¢�Ý

0 504020 3010

Has the trend been the same in Q1 2021?

Service meshes: is there a demand for such tools?

Largely, yes.

Still not very apparent.

In Q1 2021, Tûå§ÊÃɃ¼��Ƀå§�Ƀ�§�ÙåÝɃõªå§ɃȀȁʷɃÙ�ÖÙ�Ý�Ãå�åªÊÃɉɃõªå§ɃGo in 
second place and Java and Shell following suite.

HÃ¼ûɃǾʷɃÊ¡Ƀå§�ɃµÊ�ÝɃ§�ô�Ƀ�ªÝÖ¼�û��ɃÊÙɃÂ�ÃåªÊÃ��Ƀ�ɃÙ�ØéªÙ�Â�ÃåɃ
¡ÊÙɃÝ�Ùôª��ɃÂ�Ý§�ÝɈ

Of these, Istio and �ÊÃÝé¼ garnered two mentions each this quarter, 
with Linkerd being mentioned in one job listing:

Istio LinkerdConsul

2.0

1.5

1.0

0.5

0.0 



Final Remarks

There was a lot of data mining here, and we 
hope you found some gold in the end!

Hopefully, this sheds some light on what 
companies look for when hiring a Kubernetes 
Engineer.

Did you like what you read?

Could it have been better?

Would you like us to include a new category?

Let us know!



Where are the most Kubernetes job offers located?

At least that's the case for this 
quarter.

Europe leads with more than 34% 
of the Kubernetes jobs, while 
�Ýª�əT��ªć�Ƀ�ÊÂ�ÝɃªÃɃÝ��ÊÃ�Ƀ
place with 26% of the job listings.

Remote only and North American 
jobs are tied at 19%.

With this in mind, in Q1 2021, 
Europe led the charts with almost 
39% of the Kubernetes jobs, with 
North America in second place at 
ǽǿʷɉɃõ§ª¼�Ƀ�Ýª�əT��ªć�ɃµÊ�ÝɃõ�Ù�Ƀ
merely 5%.

a§éÝɉɃ�Ýª�əT��ªć�Ƀ§�ÝɃÙªÝ�ÃɃ
to second place this quarter, 
putting North America third.

It's worth keeping in mind that:

1. Most remote job listings are from 
companies based in North America.

2. In the past three months, we tried 
åÊɃªÃ�¼é��ɃÂÊÙ�Ƀ�ªô�ÙÝ�ɃÊĄ�ÙÝɃ¡ÙÊÂɃ
locations other than Europe and 
North America.

However, it must be noted that there are 
�ªĄ�Ù�ÃåɃåûÖ�ÝɃÊ¡ɃÙ�ÂÊå�ɃµÊ�ÝɉɃ�Ã�ɃÃÊåɃ�¼¼Ƀ�Ù�Ƀ
�ÃåªÙ�¼ûɃÊą��Ƀ¡Ù��Ɉ

�ÝɃ��ÃɃ��ɃÝ��ÃɉɃɽÊą��ɃÊÃ¼ûɽɃµÊ�ÝɃ¼���Ƀå§�Ƀõ�ûɃ
with almost 44% representation.

This is understandable since almost all the 
COVID-19 restrictions have been taken away.

Also good to see are "hybrid working" 
(Remote + Office) jobs are steady at second place.

While the Remote only jobs are at third with almost 20% representation.
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In Europe. Are all the Kubernetes job 
offers always from Europe?

What’s the remote jobs scenario like?

How has remote working changed over the quarters?

Yes, and no.

Top Kubernetes job locations 
(Q1 2021 vs Q1 2022)

Remote work mentioned W�ÂÊå�ɃôÝɃHą��

W�ÂÊå�ɃôÝɃHą��Ƀ(Q1 2021 vs Q1 2022)

 Europe   North America  Ƀ�Ýª�əT��ªć�Ƀ

ɃHą��ɃÊÃ¼ûɃ Ƀ ɃW�ÂÊå�ɃʠɃHą��Ƀ Ƀ  Remote Only 

56%

It has changed quite a bit.

"Remote only" jobs have 
ªÃ�Ù��Ý��ɃØé�Ùå�ÙəÊÃəØé�Ùå�ÙɉɃ
õ§ª¼�Ƀå§�ɃɽHą��ɃÊÃ¼ûɽɃµÊ�ÝɃ
§�ô�Ƀ�¼ÝÊɃÙ�ªÝ��Ƀå§ªÝɃØé�Ùå�ÙɈ

In contrast, "Remote-
�éåəÝÊÂ�åªÂ�ÝəÊą��ɽɃµÊ�ÝɃ§�ô�Ƀ
decreased a little this quarter 
compared to the one in 2021.
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1  North America Kubernetes 
jobs (normalized to be in USD), 
and European Kubernetes jobs 
(normalized to be in EUR).

What’s the salary range?
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2  Salary ranges for Kubernetes 
jobs in North America

a§ªÝɃØé�Ùå�ÙɃõ�Ƀ�ªôª���Ƀå§�ɃÝ�¼�ÙûɃÙ�Ã¢�ÝɃªÃåÊɃåõÊɃ��å�¢ÊÙª�ÝɊ

[�¼�ÙûɃÙ�Ã¢�Ƀɣe[�ɤ

[�¼�ÙûɃÙ�Ã¢�Ƀɣ�éÙÊÖ��ÃɃ�ÊéÃåÙª�ÝɃªÝɃʖɤ

a§�ɃÂªÃªÂéÂɃÝ�¼�ÙûɃÊĄ�Ù��ɃªÃɃBÊÙå§Ƀ
America, on average, stands at ʕǻǼǽɉǻǼȀ, 
while the maximum salary (on average) 
ÊĄ�Ù��ɃÝå�Ã�ÝɃ�åɃʕǻȀȀɉǿǺǿɈ

The Highest salary range is between 
ʕǼǺǺɉǺǺǺəǼǾǺɉǺǺǺ.

200k
240k

Salary ranges for Kubernetes jobs in North America

Salary ranges for Kubernetes jobs in Europe

�ÊɃå�¹�Ƀå§ªÝɃõªå§Ƀ�Ƀ¢Ù�ªÃɃÊ¡Ƀ
salt.
Europe is a vast, diverse continent, 
consisting of countries with varied 
living costs, economies, and 
technological status.

The above numbers are for 
representation only: õ�ɃÝªÂÖ¼ûɃ
åÊÊ¹Ƀ�¼¼Ƀå§�ɃÝ�¼�Ùª�ÝɃ¡ÙÊÂɃ
�éÙÊÖ��ÃɃ�ÊéÃåÙª�ÝɉɃÃÊÙÂ�¼ªÝ��Ƀ
å§�ÂɉɃ�Ã�Ƀå§�ÃɃ�ÊÃô�Ùå��Ƀå§�ÂɃ
ªÃåÊɃ�éÙÊÝɈ

The minimumɃÝ�¼�ÙûɃÊĄ�Ù��ɃªÃɃ�éÙÊÖ�ɉɃ
on average, stands at €83,398, while 
the maximum salary (on average) 
ÊĄ�Ù��ɃÝå�Ã�ÝɃ�åɃʖǻȁǺɉǽȂǺɈ

Maximum Salary

Minimum Salary

€83,398
€170,380
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How essential are certifications for a Kubernetes job? 
And if so, which are the important ones?

��Ùåªć��åªÊÃÝɃÝåª¼¼Ƀ�Ù�ÃɾåɃ�ɃÃ���ÝÝªåûɃ
for the majority of the jobs, but they 
are often seen as an advantage.

Of all the job descriptions this 
quarter, more than 88% did 
ÃÊåɃÂ�ÃåªÊÃɃ�Ƀ��Ùåªć��åªÊÃɃ
Ù�ØéªÙ�Â�ÃåɈ

[ÊɉɃª¡ɃûÊéɃ�ÊÃɾåɃ§�ô�Ƀ��Ùåªć��åªÊÃÝɉɃ
you can still apply for the majority of 
the Kubernetes jobs.

No mentions of 
��Ùåªć��åªÊÃÝ

Mentions of 
��Ùåªć��åªÊÃÝ

CKA CKAD CKS

AWS 
��Ùåªć��åªÊÃÝ

Azure 
��Ùåªć��åªÊÃÝ

GCP 
��Ùåªć��åªÊÃÝ

88%

��Ùåªć��åªÊÃÝɃÂ�ÃåªÊÃÝ

9é��ÙÃ�å�ÝɃ��Ùåªć��åªÊÃÝɃÖÊÖé¼�Ùªåû

�¼Êé�ɃTÙÊôª��ÙɃ��Ùåªć��åªÊÃÝɃÖÊÖé¼�Ùªåû

So, which are the popular certifications 
one should consider completing?

What’s the trend for Kubernetes 
certifications for Q1 2022?

H¡Ƀå§�ɃµÊ�Ƀ��Ý�ÙªÖåªÊÃÝɃå§�åɃÂ�ÃåªÊÃɃ��Ùåªć��åªÊÃÝɉɃ
�q[Ƀ��Ùåªć��åªÊÃÝ top the chart with almost ȀǾʷ 
representation.

This trend has been Ù�Ĉ��å��ɃªÃɃå§�Ƀû��Ù¼ûɃǼǺǼǻɃ
report,Ƀõªå§Ƀ�q[Ƀ��Ùåªć��åªÊÃÝɃÙ�ÖÙ�Ý�ÃåªÃ¢Ƀ
ȀǾʷɃ�Ã�ɃȁǽʷɉɃÙ�ÝÖ��åªô�¼ûɈ

So, if you wish to complete just one 
��Ùåªć��åªÊÃɉɃûÊéɃ¹ÃÊõɃõ§ª�§ɃÊÃ�ɃåÊɃ¢ÊɃ¡ÊÙɈ

9é��ÙÃ�å�ÝɃ��Ùåªć��åªÊÃÝɃÝå�Ã�ɃªÃɃÝ��ÊÃ�Ƀ
Ö¼���ɉɃõªå§Ƀ�ĀéÙ�Ƀ�Ã�Ƀ#�TɃ��Ùåªć��åªÊÃÝɈ

This pattern is 
µéÝåªć��ɃÝªÃ��Ɋ

1. CKA is the 
longest-running 
Kubernetes 
��Ùåªć��åªÊÃɈ

2. You can't 
attempt CKS 
until you clear 
the CKA.

As for the 
Cloud provider 
��Ùåªć��åªÊÃÝɉɃ
AWS dominates 
the chart, with 
Azure a distant 
second and 
GCP an even 
distant third.

This quarter, CKA and �9�� represent 27% of the 
��Ùåªć��åªÊÃÝɃÂ�ÃåªÊÃ��ɃªÃɃµÊ�Ƀ¼ªÝåªÃ¢ÝɈ

In Q1 2021, CKA represented ǿǾʷɉ while for the entire 
year of 2021, it represented ǿǼʷɃÊ¡Ƀå§�Ƀ��Ùåªć��åªÊÃÝɃ
mentioned.

The pattern is CKA > CKAD > CKS in terms of popularity.

What about the Cloud provider certifications?
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What about CI/CD? How important is it for 
Kubernetes jobs?

Of all the job listings this quarter, more 
than ǿȁʷ mentioned some sort of �+ɕ�� 
tooling in their description.

Quite important.

�ÝɃ¡�ÙɃ�ÝɃÝÖ��ªć�ÝɃ¢ÊɉɃJenkins 
comes at the top with 30% 
representation, with Gitlab CI and 
�ªÙ�¼��+ sharing the second place 
with 16% of the mentions.

ǿȁʷ ǿȁʷǿȁʷ

ȁǺʷ ȁǺʷ ȁǺʷ
Almost ȁǺʷ were simple "�+ɕ��" 
mentions of these.

Cl/CD 

Jenkins

Octopus Deploy

Gitlab

Bamboo

Circled

Spinnaker

Azure DevOps 

Harness CD

Travis CI

CodeFresh

Github Actions

Juju

TÊÖé¼�ÙªåûɃ�+ɕ��ɃåÊÊ¼Ý

0 40302010



Of the configuration management tools, 
which ones are popular?

In the dataset for this quarter, 
58 jobs (59%) have mentioned 
�åɃ¼��ÝåɃÊÃ�Ƀ�ÊÃć¢éÙ�åªÊÃɃ
management tool experience 
requirement, which is fair to 
say that these are more than 
relevant for Kubernetes jobs.

As seen in the chart, a�ÙÙ�¡ÊÙÂ 
dominates this trend, with 
more than 43% of the jobs 
mentioning the tool as a 
requirement.

This dominance of Terraform 
§�ÝɃ�¼ÝÊɃ���ÃɃÙ�Ĉ��å��ɃªÃɃVǻɃ
of 2021 and the yearly report 
of 2021, with 32% and 40% 
representation.

Ansible is second, with almost 
29% of the jobs favouring the 
tool.

Followed by TéÖÖ�åɃ�Ã�Ƀ�§�¡.

�ÊÃć¢éÙ�åªÊÃ

Terraform

Cloudformation

Ansible

Pulumi

Infrastructure as

Kustomize

Puppet

KOPS

Chef

CDK

0 5030 402010

�ÊÃć¢éÙ�åªÊÃɃåÊÊ¼ÝɃÖÊÖé¼�Ùªåû



How much work experience do companies seek in 
a Kubernetes engineer role?

[éÙÖÙªÝªÃ¢¼ûɉɃÂÊÙ�Ƀå§�ÃɃȁǺʷɃÊ¡Ƀå§�ɃµÊ�Ƀ��Ý�ÙªÖåªÊÃÝɃ�ª�ÃɾåɃÂ�ÃåªÊÃɃ
experience during this quarter.

Experience not mentioned Experience not mentioned

Of the ones that mentioned experience, what is the requested 
experience?

qÊÙ¹Ƀ�úÖ�Ùª�Ã��ɃÂ�ÃåªÊÃ��

qÊÙ¹Ƀ�úÖ�Ùª�Ã��ɃÖÙ�¡�Ù�Ã��

Preferred experience trend (2021) 
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It is evident that 
a Senior level 
�úÖ�Ùª�Ã��ɃɣǾəȀɃ
û��ÙÝɤɃis the most 
sought-after for 
this quarter.

Q1 Q3 Q4Q2

1.00

ǺɈȁǿ

0.50

0.25

0

p�å�Ù�ÃɃɣȁʠɃû��ÙÝɤ level of experience continues to be the 
least sought-after since Kubernetes was launched in 2014!

Sadly, 6éÃªÊÙɃɣǺəǻɃû��ÙÝɤ level of experience is also the least 
sought-after — a trend which we hope will change in the 
following quarters.

Senior-level experience has been the most sought-after for 
all the quarters of 2021.

 Mid-level (2-3y)  Ƀp�å�Ù�ÃɃɣȁʠûɤɃɃɃ  Junior (0-1y)   Senior (4-6y) 



Infrastructure location: which are the popular 
cloud providers?

+ÃɃ�Ƀ��å�Ý�åɃÊ¡ɃȃȁɃµÊ�Ƀ¼ªÝåªÃ¢ÝɉɃ
191 instances of either a cloud 
provider or an infrastructure 
location term were mentioned.

In other words, job descriptions 
mentioned more than one cloud 
provider per listing.

More than 60% of the job listings 
mentioned AWS as their cloud 
provider.

54% of the job listings just 
mentioned �¼Êé� as their 
infrastructure locations without 
ÝÖ��ªć�ÝɈ

While #�T and �ĀéÙ� showed 29% 
and 31% representation among the 
job descriptions.

It's been almost identical.

In Q1 of 2021, the order was the same 
AWS > GCP > Azure > On-premises.

�ÊÃ�¼éÝªÊÃÝɃ¡ÙÊÂɃå§ªÝɃ�Ã�¼ûÝªÝɃ�Ù�Ɋ

1. AWS is unchallenged when it comes 
to the top cloud providers.

2. Although GCP stands in second 
place, there is very little between it 
and Azure, so they almost share the 
second place between them.

3. On-premise infrastructure location 
§�ÝɃ���ÃɃ�ÊÃÝªÝå�ÃåɉɃĈÊ�åªÃ¢Ƀ�åɃ
~20% representation.

Only 23% of the job listings mentioned 
a monitoring tool experience in our 
dataset.

Of the monitoring tools mentioned, 
TÙÊÂ�å§�éÝ leads the way, and that 
too with quite a distance.

��å��Ê¢ comes in a distant 
second. Followed by B�õW�¼ª�ɉɃ
a§�ÃÊÝɉɃB�¢ªÊÝɉɃ�Ã�Ƀ+�ªÃ¢�.

Prometheus was also the most 
popular for Q1 2021, with more 
than 21% of job listings mentioning 
the monitoring tool.

Let's face it. No one likes to be on-call 
rotation.

But sometimes, it comes with the job.

How many times, exactly?

Well, thankfully, not a lot.

Only 13% of the jobs this quarter 
mentioned an on-call requirement.

What's even better is that this stat for 
VǻɃǼǺǼǻ was at 20%.
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Has the trend been the 
same over the quarters?

What about the monitoring 
stack? Which tools are 
popular?

Q1 2021 Q1 2022

Infrastructure locations (Q1 2021 vs Q1 2022)
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Which popular technologies other than Kubernetes 
should you learn?

The most popular choices of 
technology among Kubernetes 
engineers are:

 s Programming languages: Tûå§ÊÃɉɃ
#Êɉ and Java.

 s Cloud platforms: �q[ɉɃ#�Tɉ and 
�ĀéÙ� (in that order).

 s Operating systems: ;ªÃéú.

 s Infrastructure as Code: a�ÙÙ�¡ÊÙÂ.

 s Database management: 
TÊÝå¢Ù�[V;.

 s �ÊÃć¢éÙ�åªÊÃɃÂ�Ã�¢�Â�ÃåɊɃ
Ansible.

 s CI/CD: Jenkins.

Python

Docker

AWS

Terraform

Azure

Cl/CD

Java

Linux

Jenkins

Go

Prometheus

GCP

Shell

Ansible

PostgreSQL

TÊÖé¼�ÙªåûɃ�+ɕ��ɃåÊÊ¼ÝThe following list is an excellent guide for 
engineers seeking to round out their skill set.

0 604020

It's essential to notice that if you already 
Â�Ýå�ÙɃTûå§ÊÃɃ�Ã�Ƀ�q[ɉɃûÊéɃ��ÃɃ�ÊÃć��Ãå¼ûɃ
apply for more than ȀǺʷɃÊ¡ɃµÊ�ɃÊĄ�ÙÝɈ



What about Programming languages? Which ones 
are the most in-demand?

Tûå§ÊÃ continues to be the preferred programming language for the 
cloud, with more than 60% representation.

Go comes in second at almost ǾǾʷ.

Other frequently mentioned programming languages include 6�ô�ɉɃ
[§�¼¼ɉɃaûÖ�Ý�ÙªÖåɉɃ�Ã�Ƀ6�ô�Ý�ÙªÖå.

Java

Go

Python

Shell

Powershell

Typescript

C++

PHP

Javascript

GraphQl

Scala

C

SQL

Groovy

C#

Perl

Rust

Kotlin

Ruby

Swift

TÊÖé¼�ÙɃÖÙÊ¢Ù�ÂÂªÃ¢Ƀ¼�Ã¢�é¢�Ý

0 504020 3010

Has the trend been the same in Q1 2021?

Service meshes: is there a demand for such tools?

Largely, yes.

Still not very apparent.

In Q1 2021, Tûå§ÊÃɃ¼��Ƀå§�Ƀ�§�ÙåÝɃõªå§ɃȀȁʷɃÙ�ÖÙ�Ý�Ãå�åªÊÃɉɃõªå§ɃGo in 
second place and Java and Shell following suite.

HÃ¼ûɃǾʷɃÊ¡Ƀå§�ɃµÊ�ÝɃ§�ô�Ƀ�ªÝÖ¼�û��ɃÊÙɃÂ�ÃåªÊÃ��Ƀ�ɃÙ�ØéªÙ�Â�ÃåɃ
¡ÊÙɃÝ�Ùôª��ɃÂ�Ý§�ÝɈ

Of these, Istio and �ÊÃÝé¼ garnered two mentions each this quarter, 
with Linkerd being mentioned in one job listing:

Istio LinkerdConsul

2.0

1.5

1.0

0.5

0.0 



Final Remarks

There was a lot of data mining here, and we 
hope you found some gold in the end!

Hopefully, this sheds some light on what 
companies look for when hiring a Kubernetes 
Engineer.

Did you like what you read?

Could it have been better?

Would you like us to include a new category?

Let us know!


